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Joann Hilton

I propose this Map of Council representation because: 1. It optimizes the under-represented low
income and Hispanic group in Area 1. It would allow them to vote as a block. 2. It divides up
Lincoln Hills and Cata Verdera to lessen the impact of that large, regular high voting block. 3. It is
quite evenly proportionate by population.
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Bill Murphy

Proposed Plan
Map 103

Deana Rhoades

This was developed using two primary goals 1. Keep the 6 elementary school districts intact within
districts as much as possible because this is where neighborhood communities generally form. 2.
Divide SCLH and Lincoln Crossing both too large in population to be distinct districts into no
more than 2 sections. 4 of the 6 elementary school districts remain intact. LC and Creekside each
have a small section split off into the adjacent district. Borders are formed by major roads and the
Auburn Ravine. I placed greater emphasis on sensible border locations than on exact population
equality but the districts all fall within the population ranges allowed.
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George Sittner

After many iterations this map is the best combination I could format that followed the rules for
redistricting as I understand them. Each district touches Hwy65Lincoln Blvd to an extent. Socioeconomic areas are kept together as best as possible given the challenges of population distribution.
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Eric Kurland

Looked to capture spirit of communities given significant challenges with population requirements
and census blocks. Expect 2020 census with increased population will allow adjustments to shift
some areas from District 1 3 into 2. Expect all 5 districts will contain many residents whom
support and have a vested interest in a strong vibrant downtown - living working andor shopping
eating there.

